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Despite some prominent exceptions, most eighteenth-century French collectors did not collect Greek vessels. Instead they amassed vases in hardstone, marble or porcelain. Many were of contemporary design, though not infrequently made of antique materials, and most did not feature figurative representations. [6] In contrast to painted Greek vases, these kinds of objects have not found their way into the art historical canon. Devoid of the pictorial narratives that raised Greek vases to the level of painting, stone and ceramic vessels of the sort I will discuss have generally been understood as less capable of embodying or conveying complex cultural meanings. [7] The relative lack of eighteenth-century critical discourse on vases, in comparison with the considerable period commentary on painting and sculpture, has been interpreted as evidence of their role as decorative accessories. And yet, the sheer numbers of such vases in eighteenth-century collections, and the considerable expense and effort expended on their acquisition and display, suggest more multivalent significations. This paper insists on the multilayered meanings of vase forms and of the materials from which they were made. Focusing on selected vases and their display in eighteenth-century French collections, it takes up Glenn Adamson's injunction to design historians to move beyond the elitism embedded in the term "decorative arts," and to take decorative art seriously as a framework through which to engage with history. [8] It also builds upon recent art historical scholarship on ornament and decoration that insists on the substance rather than the superficiality of an object's surface effects. [9] At the same time, vases were not encountered in isolation in eighteenth-century collections. They accrued meanings by their association with other objects and within the specific spaces in which they were placed. Layering the visual pleasures and antiquarian references of eighteenth-century vases, in the following pages I speculate on the ways in which their materials and display registered imaginative negotiations of 1/15 ancient history.
More particularly, I am interested in the place of China, as figured by its porcelains, within eighteenth-century French reengagements with classical antiquity. "China" signified variously in eighteenth-century Europe. It was a vast, multi-ethnic empire and an unquestionably civilized polity with priority in the invention of the compass, paper, printing, and porcelain, and it had a long and venerable history that both unsettled biblical narratives and shadowed Europe's constructs of its Greco-Roman heritage. [10] While philosophes and various European East India Company officials increasingly denounced China's great antiquity as the source of its presumed immobility and stasis, for others, China's long history could not be so easily dismissed. As Greg Thomas has argued, the eighteenth-century Qing court was a site of fantastical projection and imaginative identification for French elites, an identification promoted by luxury imports such as porcelain and lacquer and materialized in chinoiserie. [11] This article extends Thomas's arguments by proposing that China's antiquity served as a similar point of imaginative identification in the latter half of the eighteenth century, and that vases served as material sites in which China's antiquity was accommodated to that of the Greco-Roman world. It does so first by focusing on an exceptional Sèvres porcelain vase produced in the mid 1770s, and then by a discussion of selected display contexts for Chinese porcelains in the second half of the eighteenth century. Episodic rather than exhaustive, this study is a preliminary sketch of a broader inquiry into the meanings of the vase in eighteenth-century France.
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A Chinese Vase at Sèvres
The capacity of eighteenth-century vase design to embody historical and cross-cultural reflection is suggested by the vase Japon produced in limited numbers by the Sèvres porcelain manufactory beginning in 1773 or 1774 (Fig.  1) . [12] Executed in hard paste porcelain using kaolin from deposits discovered in France near Limoges in 1768, the vase Japon refers not to a Japanese ceramic, as its name suggests, but instead emulates an ancient Chinese bronze You form (Fig. 2) . [13] A vase Chinois was already in production at Sèvres, and the designation Japon was presumably chosen to signal the vessel's Asian derivation while also differentiating it from the earlier model. [14] The fabrication of the vase Japon was almost certainly instigated by the French statesman, Henri-Léonard Bertin (1720-1792), whose ministerial brief included oversight of the Sèvres factory, and who was also the owner of the illustrated Chinese book that provided the woodcut model for the vase. backdoor, conduit to the Qing court in Beijing, thereby circumventing the Qing restriction of foreign trade to the port of Canton. The two priests met the minister when they sought passage back to China during the brief period that he was in charge of the French India Company. Bertin immediately recruited them to serve as intermediaries between himself and the Qing empire. Through the community of French Jesuits serving the Qianlong emperor in Beijing, to whom Ko and Yang returned, Bertin received remarkable objects including jades, imperial porcelains, paintings documenting Chinese antiquities, and books printed at the imperial presses, such as the Xi qing gu jian. Bertin arranged for equally notable items to be sent to Beijing, including scientific instruments, chinoiserie tapestries produced by the Beauvais factory, and porcelains from Sèvres. [16] In 1785, he dispatched a set of two vases Japon to be presented to the Qing court. For Bertin, a man with a keen personal and professional interest in Chinese history, the Xi qing gu jian provided striking visual evidence of the complementarity of Chinese and Greco-Roman antiquities. In letters acknowledging his receipt of the "magnificent" and "invaluable" book, Bertin repeatedly compared the forms of the ancient bronze vessels to those of Greco-Roman vases. [17] As he wrote to Ko and Yang in 1771, the woodcuts in the book depicted ancient objects surprisingly similar in form to the Greek, Roman, and Egyptian antiquities reproduced in contemporary European antiquarian texts: "I was surprised to see almost all of those that the Greeks and the Romans dedicated to their sacrifices. The beauty of the forms is identical. Some closely resemble the Egyptian monuments that one finds in the books of antiquities by Montfaucon, Kircher, La Chausse, Caylus, etc." [18] In 1774, Bertin referred to the book's illustrations again, noting that in them one encountered "the most beautiful forms of vases, vases that the Greeks and Romans would not have disdained to place in their collections." He regretted, however, that he had no one to explain the uses of the vessels to him, or to translate the characters accompanying each bronze, which he interpreted as articulating the "rules" regulating their design. In the absence of such knowledge, Bertin resorted to technical experimentation, instructing the ceramicists at Sèvres to engage with the forms and ornamentation of the bronzes by translating them into porcelain. He in turn ensured the resulting 4/15 ceramics were noticed by French courtiers: "I had two of these vases produced at the king's porcelain manufactory this year; they were very much appreciated at court, and the king gave them to one of his grandsons." [19] In 1785, five years after he had left office, Bertin ordered two more vases Japon from Sèvres, intending to send them to the Qing court. According to Bertin's letter to Jean Joseph Marie Amiot (1718-1793), the former Jesuit in Beijing to whom he shipped the vases, when Louis XVI was informed that the factory could not produce them in time for the departure of ships to China, the king gave Bertin his own set, then at the Château de Compiègne. [20] While the veracity of this account is open to debate -the Sèvres sales records show that Bertin paid for two vases Japon on October 17, 1785, two months before he penned his letter to Amiot -the anecdote indicates Bertin wanted the porcelains to be given to the emperor. [21] Louis XVI's gesture made the vases "worthy of the consideration of a sovereign." [22] Amiot understood Bertin's implication. When the porcelains finally arrived in Beijing in 1788, he declared, "the two beautiful vases, forme du Japon, are truly valuable. I have already put them aside to be presented to the emperor during his 80 th birthday celebrations." [23] Whether the vases were actually offered to the Qianlong emperor in 1790, the year of the festivities, is unknown. How they were decorated is equally unclear. Amiot's account of their reception in Beijing suggests, however, that not only the form but also the glaze colors were meant to emulate metal. He reported, presumably somewhat exaggeratedly, that "the vases imitating the antique that your packing list says are made of porcelain were appreciated by the same prince [a prince of the court to whom Amiot showed the vases], except it was only after I gave my word that he would believe they were made of porcelain and were not actual antiquities in copper or some other metal." [24] With this choice of offering, Bertin no doubt sought to prove French prowess in hard paste porcelain production, a hard won achievement he was keen to demonstrate to the Qing court. [25] At the same time, the fabrication of the vases and their shipment to Beijing also conveyed French appreciation of Chinese antiquities and French awareness of the repetition and medial transfer from antique bronze to porcelain in Chinese art. In addition to objects and printed books, the Beijing Jesuits sent Bertin hundreds of paintings documenting Chinese objects, including some identified as depicting ancient bronze forms replicated in porcelain. According to extant packing lists, he also received at least one example of a Qing porcelain emulating an ancient Chinese gold vase. [26] Sending the two vases Japon thus communicated cultural compatibility; in that sense the vases materialized Bertin's stated view of China and France as civilizational equals. As he wrote to Ko and Yang before their return to China, he presumed a "conformity of customs, genius and character … between the Chinese and the French, the two nations that can be considered the most polite and the most sociable of the universe." [27] 
Antiquity on Display: Hardstone Vases and Chinese Porcelain
The history of the vase Japon is an exceptional one, but it exemplifies how cultural differences and compatibilities were materially negotiated through the design of objects. It further points to an interrelationship between materials, form, and historical reflection that may help to interpret the display of Asian porcelain in elite French interiors in the second half of the eighteenth century. In addition to conveying the standing of their eighteenth-century owners, Chinese ceramics might also have evoked the splendor of the vases of precious materials, notably myrrhine ware, with which the ancient Romans were reputedly enamored.
The most common way to display non-utilitarian Asian ceramics in eighteenth-century France was to mount them in gilt bronze. Gilt bronze harmonized the rare and unusual porcelains it ornamented with the décor of their interior settings, while simultaneously singling out the porcelains it adorned for special attention. [28] The resulting objects, a combination of expensive Asian porcelain and exquisite French craftsmanship, embodied the magnificence of their owners and were thus put to work in the eighteenth-century semiotics of status and group identity. [29] Mounts could also easily be replaced, and by the 1760s, French collectors increasingly favored classicizing metal surrounds for their Asian ceramics, as they did for other valuable objects worthy of ornamentation. While this shift to the classical in the decorative arts is frequently ascribed to changes in taste, it likely also subtly signaled a transformation in the 5/15
understanding of the objects it adorned. Two mounted ceramics from the collection of Jean de Jullienne provide a compelling example. In the 1760s, Jullienne (1686-1766), a wealthy textile manufacturer, honorary amateur, and collector, had two imposing turquoise Chinese porcelain jars transformed into potpourri containers (Fig. 3) . [30] Measuring over half a meter in height, the jars are impressive examples of the Chinese potters' mastery of monochrome glaze technology, an aspect of Chinese porcelain production particularly appreciated by eighteenth-century French collectors. Jullienne's vases also featured rather schematic dragons and foliage in relief on their sides and a magot at the top described as "laughing and with a big belly" in the catalog of his estate sale published in 1767. [31] The jars were framed with ornaments in "the antique taste," ranging from ram's heads to laurel wreaths to the openwork Vitruvian wave scroll of the collars. For some recent commentators, the combination of Chinese beasts and laughing, pot-bellied figures with emphatically classicizing gilt bronze ornamentation is somewhat incongruous. [32] Perhaps the combination is less surprising, however, if one relates the antique references less to the style of the figurative elements of the vases and more to eighteenth-century understandings of their material and the civilization from which they came.
Such objects were placed within richly suggestive ensembles of materials. Jullienne displayed his mounted porcelain jars in his gallery, where they were exhibited alongside paintings, numerous other Asian ceramics and other valuable objects including marbles, bronze statues, or hardstone vases. [33] Just how visually arresting the resulting juxtaposition of colors and patterns could be is conveyed by a set of little known watercolors depicting select mounted porcelain and stone vases from the prodigious collection of the financier Pierre Louis Paul Randon de Boisset (1708-1776). [34] Interleaved into a copy of the catalog of his estate sale, published in 1777 and now in the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., the watercolors also show the marble columns on which both kinds of vessels were frequently displayed in late eighteenth-century interiors. The image depicting lot 507, for example,
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represents one of a set of two highly-colored, large Chinese porcelains adorned with classicizing square handles and satyr's heads in gilt bronze (Fig. 4) . Both porcelains were set on columns of black and white "grand antique" marble, whose capitals and bases were also ornamented with gilt bronze. [35] Such a presentation indicates that Asian ceramics were assimilated to Greco-Roman antiquity not only though their mounts but also through their frequent display on marble columns or plinths that actually were antique or evoked classical antiquity through their materials and forms.
LEFT: Fig According to Randon de Boisset's post-mortem inventory, taken in 1776, the porcelains on their columns were located in the salon on the first floor of his hôtel on the rue Neuve des Capucines near the place Vendôme. [36] Measuring a total of 64 Paris pouces in height, the two columns and their ceramics must have been imposing presences in the room. Though singled out by their placement on the columns, the porcelains were located in the company of other Asian ceramics, granite vases as well as porphyry vessels and marble and porphyry topped tables. Among the other objects in the room was a pair of vases in verde antico marble that were also depicted in one of the National Gallery watercolors (Figs 5 and 6 ).
[37] These images and objects provide a rare glimpse of the sensuous ensembles of eighteenth-century elite reception spaces. In a setting like Randon de Boisset's salon, brilliantly glazed Chinese porcelain, variegated columns, and dark marble vases mutually conferred their visual luster on each other, offering, in conjunction with the paintings and furniture, "le coup d'oeil le plus satisfaisant." [38] The effect was multiplied in Randon de Boisset's top-lit picture gallery with its multiple columns and stone and porcelain vases (Fig. 7) .
7/15 The proximity, in such a collection, of Asian porcelains to vessels and columns in purple-red porphyry and other rare materials that came from or connoted the ancient world lent the patina of antiquity to the ceramics. [39] By the time of Randon de Boisset's sale in 1777, the numbers of marble vases in the most notable French collections had increased dramatically, their growing presence paralleling the renewed intensity of interest in the ancient world. In 1748, the sale of Louis-Augustin Angran de Fonspertius's extensive collection of objets d'art included no hardstone vases. In 1756 the duc de Tallard owned two. Jean de Jullienne's estate sale in 1767 contained thirteen. Nearly ten years later, in 1776, 32 were inventoried in the collection of the financier Augustin de Blondel de Gagny; in the catalog of his estate sale they were organized into seven categories according to material. Randon de Boisset owned an impressive 52 stone vases, classified by material into 13 groups. [40] 8/15 This attention to classification suggests the degree to which the substances from which the objects were made mattered. The consideration paid in some entries to their antique origins suggests they were valued because they offered material links to the ancient world. Tellingly, the first illustration of an object to appear in an eighteenthcentury French auction catalog was a "magnificent" porphyry vase on a granite column with its base and capital in "griotte d'Italie," included in the catalog of the duc de Tallard's estate in 1756. The accompanying description highlighted the rarity of the column, noting the current impossibility of importing such "famous remains of the grandeur of the ancient Romans" as well as the considerable expense the ancient Romans went to in order to import the granite from a now inaccessible quarry in Egypt. The entry additionally emphasized the difficulty of working materials as hard as granite and porphyry. [41] Just how desirable it was to have such objects is illustrated by the stone-cutting workshops established in 1771 or 1772 at the Hôtel des Menus-Plaisirs in Versailles by the court noble, collector, and first gentleman of the bedchamber, Louis Marie Augustin, duc d'Aumont (1709-1782). [42] It was likely here that many of the duc d'Aumont's numerous columns or vases carved from extant ancient porphyry and marble pillars were crafted.
The duc d'Aumont did not collect paintings. Instead he amassed a remarkable collection of marble and porphyry objects and of Asian porcelains, almost all mounted in elegant gilt bronze settings (Fig. 8). [43] The combined display of these kinds of objects in his collection could be said to have evoked an eighteenth-century image of antiquity in which opulent materials, notably in the form of vases, were highly valued. Particularly noteworthy among the vessels discussed by such ancient writers as Pliny the Elder were those made of "myrrhine," a truly precious and fragile substance from the East more valued by ancient patricians than silver and gold. [44] But what myrrhine (or 9/15 murrhine) actually was remained the subject of debate well into the twentieth century. According to Pliny, it had to be mined, and it appeared that heat was essential to its final form. Today the material is identified with fluorspar, but for the eighteenth-century French scholar, Pierre-Jean Mariette, reasoning on the basis of Pliny's descriptions of its material properties and Asian origins, myrrhine could only be Chinese porcelain. [45] The prominent antiquarian, the comte de Caylus, agreed. In a long article published in 1756, Caylus correlated a close reading of the various vessels described in book 11 of Athenaeus's The Deipnosophists (Banquet of the Learned, 3 rd century CE) with the evidence of the materials and workmanship of extant ancient vases. Caylus made a strong claim for the esteem in which the ancients held vases, highlighting their appreciation of materials and of the skill required to work them. He also concurred with Mariette's identification of myrrhine ware as porcelain. [46] Though it has little resonance for historians today, the widespread familiarity with Pliny's descriptions of myrrhine and the longevity of the substance's associations are indicated by a prizewinning essay published in 1804. There the latest Sèvres porcelains are extolled as having finally rivaled "les vases Myrrhyne." [47] Asian porcelain readily lent itself to such speculation. It was made from a material whose secrets had eluded Europeans for centuries, but whose essential components were mined from the earth and hardened into their definitive form by heat. The brilliant colors of Asian glazes echoed the highly colored myrrhine wares described by Pliny, as Mariette pointed out. Asian porcelains were also particularly difficult to date. As the dealer J.B.P Lebrun pointed out in 1781, "Unlike ancient medals, [Asian] porcelains do not provide any knowledge of distant times. Old porcelain, though it may be ornamented with some Chinese characters, marks no point of history." [48] It was this lack of knowledge that Bertin sought to remedy through his contacts in Beijing, but it was this same uncertainty that facilitated the assimilation, through display, of Chinese ceramics into, rather than against, a vision of an opulent Greco-Roman antiquity. Porcelain was, after all, the invention of a civilization of great antiquity, one whose founding predated the biblical flood. It was also, according to eighteenth-century French antiquarians, a material highly prized by the ancients. Elite collectors who displayed Asian ceramics on antique columns or alongside vases made from or referring to ancient marbles could thus be said to have staged their affinities simultaneously with their Greco-Roman past and with China, the only other civilization then known to rival Europe in the duration of its history, technical achievements, and refinement.
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